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Recent stability studies using constitutive relations of the type found by Dieterich, Ruina. and others
to describe frictional slip of rocks in the laboratory have provided a new explanation of the depth cutoff
of shallow crustal earthquakes. The class of friction laws discussed has the property that the sliding stress
depends on normal stress. temperature, slip rate, and slip history. For sliding at a fixed slip rate V and
fixed environment (e.g., normal stress, temperature, etc.) the shear strength T evolves toward a steady
state value r"( J'). Stability analysis show that for drlS(V)/dV < 0 (Le., velocity weakening), steady state
sliding is unstable to any perturbation in systems of sufficiently low stiffness and is unstable to sufficiently
large perturbations in systems of higher stiffness. Hence a surface with dr"(V)/dV < 0 is potentially
unstable. Conversely, dr"(V)/dV > 0 {velocity strengthening} implies stable steady state sliding, at least
for a broad class of constitutive laws more fully described in the paper. Experiments by Dieterich and by
Tullis and Weeks on Westerly granite with mature sliding surfaces indicate that dtll(V)idV is negative at
room temperature. whereas higher-temperature experiments by Stesky show that drU(V)/dV becomes
positive above approximately 300T. Therefore, in the case of the earth, where temperature increases
with depth. the above observations seem to suggest that the depth cutoff of crustal earthquake activity
can be understood in terms of the variation of the frictional response with depth. from a regime with
dT"(V)!dV < 0 to one with dr"(V)/dV > O. This is not inconsistent with, but rather refines. the suggestion
by Sibson and others that the depth cutoff is due to a transition from brittle friction to ductile flow.
Further. our results show definitively that the shallow depth confinement of seismicity is compatible with
a model in which deformation is localized to a fault zone extending well below the seismogenic depth.
The depth confinement does not require a model showing transition to a zone of broadly distributed'
creep flow beneath the seismogenic zone. Following Mavko, a two-dimensional quasi-static strike-slip
fault model is analyzed but using different numerical procedures and a depth variation of frictional
properties based on the laboratory data mentioned above and the Lachenbruch-Sass depth variation of
temperature for the San Andreas fault. The resulting predictions of such features as the confinement of
crustal earthquakes to shallow depths. the development of locked patches. the recurrence time for the
seismic cycle, the seismic stress drop and displacement, etc., are generally in agreement with the observed
characlerislics of large-scale strike-slip earthquakes along the San Andreas fault. Calculations based on
the laboratory data predict, for example, that stick slip nucleates around ~7 km, that large seismic
motion occurs around the nucleation depth and above but diminishes gradually to zero at 13-15 km
depths, that rapid poslseismic creep occurs over another 3-4 km depth, and that at greater depths. steady
slip consistent with the average plate velocity is only modestly perturbed by the earthquakes occurring
above. The most uncertain parameter is the slip weakening distance L for evolution of fault surface state;
we illustrate how features of the predicted earthquake cycles vary with L over the range for which
calculations are feasible.

INTRODUCTION

It has been observed that crustal earthquakes, which are
generaJly thought to arise from unstable frictional sliding on
preexisting fault surfaces [Brace and Byerlee, 1966; Dieterich,
J974]. occur predominately at shallow depths along transform
margins [Ealon et al.• 1970; Hill et al.• 1975; McHugh and
Lester, 1978; Wesson el al., 1973; Sibson, 1982]. For example.
along the San Andreas fault in central Californi~ the vast
. majority of seismicity is confined to the upper 12 km of the
crust. This shallow depth confinement of seismicity is commonly explained by the change of deformation mechanism
from pressure-sensitive brittle frictional sliding at shaUow
depths to temperature-sensitive aseismic ductile flow at lower
1
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depths [Meissner and Strehlau. 1982; Sibson. 1982. 1983; Chen
and Molnar, 1983]. Stresses are relaxed considerably in the
ductile flow regime from the levels that would be required for
rapid (seismic) slip. Within this model as enunciated, e.g., by
Sibson. the depth at which the deformation mechanism
changes from brittle to ductile corresponds to the greatest
seismogenic depth. Based on the assumption of the ByerJee
friction Jaw in the brittle zone and the power law creep flow of
a quartzlike mineral below, Sibson [1982] explained in this
way a limiting seismogenic depth along the San Andreas fault
of about 10-15 km, at which the temperature is about 30()"350"C. This model is usually interpreted as implying a peak
resistance and a sharp brittle-ductile transition at the base of
the seismogenic layer. although the mechanics by which the
earthquake instability comes about is not explicitly included
in the model.
There seems to be a tacit assumption in this type of description that a zone which deforms by frictional sliding will necessarily do so in an unstable stick-slip mode, i.e .• seismically.
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However, there is evidence that the frictional sliding process
itself may be either of a stable or unstable type. We show here
that the transition from one mode of friction to the other is of
itself sufficient to provide an explanation for the depth confinement of crustal seismicity. Also, our results imply that the
observed depth confinement does not require for its explanation that the seismically active portion bf plate boundary be
underlain by a zone of broadly distributed creep flow. as is
~. ~ionally assumed in discussions of friction to creep transitions- The depth confinement is equally compatible with a
modd in which deformation at the plate boundary is confined
to a 1WJTOW fault zone over a depth considerably greater than
that of seismic activity before giving way to broadly distributed creep. The latter geometry is, in fact, closer to that suggested by Sibson [1977, 1982, 1983. 1984], who argues on
geologic evidence for localized aseismic shearing below the
seismogenic region in tabular mylonite zones of tens to
hundred of meters thickness.
.' It is observed along th(f San Andreas fault system that some
. "'shallow fault zones creep aseismicially, while others, presumably of somewhat different mineralogy but having comparable
temperature and normal stress, deform seismically. Also. laboratory experiments on rocks of the type initiated by Brace
and Byerlee [1966] show that the stability of frictional sliding
depends on environmental conditions such as pore pressure.
rock type. porosity, gouge layer thickness and size. and more
importantly cn temperature and effective normal pressure.
Low temperature and high pressure tend to destabilize sliding.
These early experiments were carried out in a manner which
dip not lead to a full mechanical basis for analyzing the stability of frictional sliding. However, that situation has been improved upon through friction experiments on Westerly granite
and quartzite by Dieterich [1978, 1979a. b. 1980. 1981], Ruina
[1980, 1983], Tullis and Weeks [1986]. and others. The experiments have resulted in a class of constitutive relations for
frictional slip resistance which depend on slip rate and slip
history as well as on the other environmental factors mentioned above; see Ruina [1983] for a summary of such constitutive relations. For sliding at fixed environments and fixed
speed, the frictional stress 't between sliding surfaces is found
to evolve with ongoing slip towards a steady state value 'tS5(V).
-The experiments mentioned above together with the hightemperature experiments done by Stesky [1975, 1978] on
Westerly granite and gabbro indicate that the quantity
dr"(V)jdV (long-term rate sensitivity) changes from negative
(velocity weakening) at low temperatures to positive (velocity
strengthening) at high temperatures.
The significance of this transition can be judged from stabilityanalyses by Ruina [1980. 1983), Rice and Ruina [1983], Gu
et al. [1984], and Rice and Gu [1983]. They show that if
dT"jdV < 0, steady state sliding is unstable in systems of sufficiently low stiffness or in stiff systems subjected to sufficiently
strong perturbations from steady state. Otherwise, sliding is
stable when dr"jdV > O. Specifically, these conclusions on the
relevance of the sign of dr" jdV to stability follow from two
sources. One is the full nonlinear analysis of motion of a single
degree of freedom spring and sliding block system following
the specific frictional constitutive relation of equations (2)-{4)
which follow and involving a single evolving state variable.
The other source is the general linearized analysis of the stability of steady state slip to small perturbations for the broad
class of constitutive laws which need show only positive instantaneous rate sensitivity and monotonic approach of stress
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t to 'l'SS(V) in slip at constant speed V following a step change
from the speed of a previous steady state. (Nevertheless,
Weeks and Tullis [1984, 1985] present an exception to such
monotonic approach for dolomite, and stability in that case
may not be determined solely by dtSSjdV.) Hence applying the
experimental data and the consequence of the stability analysis to the crust, one can propose an explanation for the shallow depth of seismicity in terms of the change of nature of a
frictional sliding property from velocity weakening at cool,
shallow depths (possibly unstable sliding) to velocity strengthening (stable sliding) at hot, greater depths [Tse and Rice,
1984]. Most of the stability analysis referred to above was
done for single degree offreedom spring block systems. M avko
[1980, also unpublished manuscript, 1984], without appealing
to an experimental basis for the transition, showed for strikeslip sliding between elastic blocks that a transition in sign of
dt S5 jdV with depth does indeed confine instability to shallow
depths.
Depending on the rheology, the depth estimated for transition from unstable to stable frictional slip on a deeply penetrating crustal fault mayor may not be the same as the depth
estimated for the transition from frictional sliding to general
creep relaxation, based on quartz flow properties, by Sibson
and others. In terms of deformation micromechanisms, it is
possible that the transition with temperature from unstable to
stable frictional sliding comes about from a thermal softening
of the quartz constituent of granitic rocks. To the extent that
it is this same thermal softening of quartz which allows the
creep relaxation as envisioned by Sibs on and others to take
place (or at least would allow if conditions for creep of quartz
correspond to those for general creep of a polymineralic mid
to lower crust). one might expect that transition depths based
on the two approaches will be more or less comparable. In
fact. the form that we propose for our "frictional sliding" constitutive relations has the feature that at sufficiently high temperature (above approximately 400°C), the dependence on slip
history disappears and the relations reduce to a nonlinear
viscous creep relation between 't and slip rate. Further, 't at
depth relaxes substantially below the value required for rapid
slip, just as envisioned in the Sibs on approach. Our constitutive relations, however, have also the advantage of fuUy predicting processes leading to instability as weU as afterslip and
the regain of strength of the fault surface at shallow depths as
required to model sequences oftectonic earthquakes.
While the actual stressing and deformation process through
the earth's crust and upper mantle is not fully documented,
several crustal scale models have been proposed to simulate
the stick-slip instability and its shallow depth confinement.
One such model is the slip weakening model [Stuart, 1979a, b;
Stuart and M avko, 1979] in which the fault surface is prohibited from sliding if the frictional resistance is less than a critical
value but begins to slide when the resistance becomes equal to
the critical value. Once the slip commences, the resistance
evolves toward a lower residual level gradually with ongoing
slip. The slipping is unstable if the rate of decrease in resistance with slip is faster than the rate of elastic unloading of the
surroundings, and otherwise it is stable. Hence the shallow
depth confinement of the seismicity is achieved in such models
by varying with depth the magnitude of the drop from the
critical to residual strength level. Another model is the crack
model [Li and Rice, 1983] in which an aseismic slip zone
below the seismogenic depth is simulated by sliding of the
crack planes under constant resistance while the locked sec-
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tion in the seismogenic layer is represented by the uncracked
fault plane. The critical fracture energy for advance of the
slipping region into the locked region is taken to be depth
variable. As discussed by Li and Rice, this cracklike model can
be regarded as a limiting case of the slip weakening model if
the size of the zone of strength degradation is much smaller
than characteristic crustal dimensions. A shallow depth earthquake instability corresponds to unstable upward progression
of the slip zone into the seismogenic layer. It is thought that a
superior description of slip weakening. ,adequate to explain
also such phenomena as strength regain in (nearly) stationary
contact, is provided by the slip rate and slip history dependent
laws of the class discussed in the previous paragraph. M avko
[1980, also unpublished manuscript, 1984] has used these to
model earthquake instabilities in a strike-slip environment. By
arbitrarily changing the friction property drss/dV from velocity
weakening at shallow depths to velocity strengthening at
greater depths, Ma vko was able to simulate the shallow depth
confinement of seismicity. Although the above models are able
to produce the depth cutoff of seismicity, it should be noted
that all do so by assuming rather arbitrary property variations
with depth that do not have a direct experimental basis.
In our work here, we follow Mavko [1980. also unpublished
manuscript, 1984] in applying the slip rate and slip history
dependent constitutive relations in a strike-slip environment.
However, to the limited extent that is presently possible, we
attempt to constrain the depth variation of frictional constitutive properties based on laboratory temperature and normal
stress dependence for granite and based on geotherms that are
thought to be appropriate for the San Andreas fault. The
result is an apparently realistic description of the depth confinement of faulting although there are very large gaps in the
experimental data.

sensitivity, while A - B characterizes the long-term rate sensitivity. Hence depending on whether A - B is positive or negative, the frictional response is either velocity strengthening or
velocity weakening, respectively. The explicit dependence of A
and B on UII is not fuUy known, but room temperature experiments at low all (of order 10 MPa from Dieterich's and
Ruina's experiment,s) and at high all (up to 75 MPa in experiments by Tullis and Weeks [1986]). give values for A/all and
B/all in the same range. As will be seen. data for A/all at 3()(\'C
and all ~ 500 MPa also giveS values comparable to the 100m
temperature values. Such .results suggest that A and E are
approximately proportional to all at low and possibly cp to
moderate temperatures. At higher temperatures f{'r which
temperature-sensitive ductile flow occurs in some or all constituents of the adjoining rock, it is plausible that A and B are
less dependent on, or ultimately independent of. an'
Dieterich's [1981] experiments on sliding of two intact
Westerly granite blocks. with gouge layers of the same material between them but variable gouge particle size. layer thickness, and surface roughness of the adjoining rock are well" .
described with A and B independent of V over his test range
from 0.25 to 25 pm/so Further, one finds A/all = 0.006 to 0.008
for a rough surface (r) and 0.003 to 0.005 for a smooth surface
(s), whereas (A - B}/an = -0.0007 to -0.0011 for (r) and
-0.002 to -0.006 for (s). In rotary shear experiments on
Westerly granite. over the velocity range from 0.01 to 10 pm/s,
with about 150-pm-thick· gouge layer develope<" from initially
bare rock surface and normal pressure up to 75 MPa, Tullis
and Weeks [1986] found that (A - B)/an = -0.0015 to
-0.004 for total slip ranging from 10 mm to 70 mm. Experiments by Solberg and Byerlee [1984] and Vaughan and Byerlee [1985] on Westerly granite gouge in the sawcut triaxial
apparatus show velocity strengthening (positive A - B), but it
seems possible in view of their large scatter in reported rate
FRICTIONAL RESPONSE TO V ARIABLE SLIP HIS1URY
sensitivity and general lack of reproducibility that these tests
The class of the rate and slip history dependent friction law involved significant evolution of the gouge throughout their
mentioned earlier has emerged from laboratory studies on limited feasible displacement and did not achieve steady state
rocks of the type initiated by Dieterich [1979a, b, 1980, 1981] conditions. The discrepancy with results already noted needs
and Ruina [1980, 1983, 1984] and carried on by a number of to be resolved in further experimentation. We have found rcother researchers. Observations from these studies suggest suIts on high temperature (300°C-700°C) frictional slip.in earthat the instantaneous frictional response due to a sudden lier work by Stesky [1975, 1978]. done before the current
change in slip speed V is positive; i.e., (orloV)insl > O. Also, for approach to friction via constitutive relations was established.
slip motion at constant V and effective normal stress an. it He reported results for sliding in prefaulted Westerly granite
seems that r evolves with ongoing slip toward a steady state and gabbro triaxial specimens under 250 MPa confining presvalue t" = rSS(V) dependent on that speed. We introduce the sure and found that at a given temperature both the instantaneous and long-term (steady state) variations in stress, after a
notations
sudden change in imposed deformation rate, were approxiA = V(OT/OV)insl = (or/a In V)insl
mately linear in In V over the entire range examined from 0.1
J1TD/s to OJ mm/s. Hence we can interpret his results as sugA - B = V dr"/dV = drUid In V
gesting that A and B are approximately constant for given U II
Here for given U II and environment, A is to be regarded as a and temperature. His results. reported as variations of A/u-,.
function of V and the previous slip history (or of the current and (A - B)/ull with temperature are summarized as the open
"state" of the surface) in general; in the second relation. A is symbols in Figure 1. The actual values of A and A - B for his
evaluated at steady state conditions, being then dependent on tests are also indicated. Note that (A - B)/an at room temperV only, and B is also a function of V in general. In fact, ature is negative (velocity weakening) while at temperatures
experimental data at low slip speeds characteristic of preinsta- above 300°C, both (A - B)/an and A/an are positive (velocity
bility slip seems to be fit tolerably by regarding A and B as strengthening) and increase with temperature. This suggests
constant at fixed all and environment, i.e., independent of V that the frictional response becomes more viscous and ductile
and the previous slip history. (It would be sensible to intro- at higher temperature. Although there seems to be no experiduce a new symbol, say, C for what we call A - B here but mental data which would help to constrain A and B in the
precedent which sterns from an equation written as in equa- temperature range from room temperature up to about 300°C,
it is interesting to note that Stesky [1975. 1978] reported that
tion (4) to follow dictates the introduction of B.)
A can be thOUght of as characterizing the instantaneous rate his preliminary experiments below 250°C tended to exhibit
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Fig. 1. (a) Temperature variation of instantaneous frictional response, A/an for Westerly granite; (r) and (s) show the
ranges of A/a" from Dieterich [1981] experiments at room temperature for rough and smooth surfaces, respectively. Open
circles and triangles are data from Stesky [1975] experiments for sudden loading rate increase and decrease, respectively.
Solid line is the hypothesized temperature variation of A/a". (b) Temperature variation of long-term frictional response,
(A - B)/a", for Westerly granite; (r) and (s) show the ranges of (A - Blla" from Dieterich [1981) experiments at room
temperature for rqugh and smooth surfaces, respectively. Open circles are data from Stesky [1975] experiments. Solid lines
are hypothesized tempera~ure variations of (A - B)/a". Cases 1 and 2 give ranges for results of Tullis and Weeks [1986] at
room temperature.

unstable stick slip. lienee as a consequence of the stability
analysis described in the introduction. namely. from the result
that dtSS(V)/dV( =(A - B)/V) < 0 leads to possibly unstable
slip. depending on the surrounding stiffness and the magnitude
of perturbations from steady sliding, it seems appropriate to
assume that (A - B)/u" had turned negative for temperatures
below approximately 250°C.
While the adequacy of this conjective and the detailed variations of A/Un and (A - B)/G,. with temperature and Un remain
to be determined by future experimen~s, one can see the consequences of the data in Figure 1 for sliding on a crustal fault
along which temperature increases with depth. The data suggest that sliding at depths for which T > 300°C involves fritional slip with dtss/dV > 0 and is inherently stable at least as
judged from ~he standpoint of single degree of freedom springslider systems. By cons tras t, sliding at shallower depths for
which T < 300°C, i.e., wi~h d-css/dV < 0, involves potentially
J

unstable frictional response. More generally, we infer a variation of frictional response with depth from a regime with
velocity weakening to one with velocity strengthening. It
would then seem tha~ the lower limit to the seismogenic depth
range can be understood as corresponding approximately to
the depth at which this frictional property change takes place.
Our more detailed modeling of depth variable strike slip, following Mavko [1980, also unpublished manuscript, 1984], eertahlly supports this contention: Therefore, assuming that the
variations with temperature in Figure 1 are representative, one
can estimate the seismogenic depth of a crustal fault as the
depth at which the temperature is about 300°C.
We will use the San Andreas fault in central California as
an example. Suppose both A/Gn and (A - B)/Gn are fitted linearly for the low- and high-temperature ranges as shown by
the solid lines in Figure 1. We are assuming that lowtemperature response is essentially temperature independent.
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Fig. 2. A San Andreas fault geothenn from Lachenbruch and Sass
[1973] (model B in their paper) based on heat flow from the upper
mantle and shear heating in the seismogenic zone.

In our present work, we use two possible levels for (A - B)/(1,.
in the low-temperature range in an attempt to understand the
unstable sliding behavior of a fault in relation to the velocity
weakening property. These two levels correspond to the lower
and upper limits for {A - B)/(1n found in the Tullis and Weeks
[1986J rotary shear experiments mentioned previously. A
system with (A - B)/un denoted by case 2 is more brittle (can
give larger drops in strength when V increases) than that denoted by case 1. The horizontal line segments fitting to the
data in Figure 1 result in the long-term rate sensitivity A - B
continuing to be temperature dependent when the instantaneous rate sensitivity A is no longer. Such is not contrary to
the data and, in any event, should not be regarded as objectionable since there is evidence that somewhat different physical mechanisms are dominant in the two cases. For example,
in comparing slip in a dry argon atmosphere with that in the
presence of water vapor, Dieterich and Conrad [1984] showed
that the long-term rate sensitivity changed sign but the instantaneous rate sensitivity was little altered. Possibly. the instantaneous rate sensitivity is most sensitive to mineral plasticity,
whereas the long-term rate sensitivity is also sensitive to surfae
adsorption processes which continue to be temperature dependent down to lower temperature. Unless stated otherwise, the
case 2 will be used for discussion throughout the paper.
Figure 2 s~ows a San Andreas fault geotherm derived by
Lachenbruch and Sass [1973J (model B in their paper) based
on the heat flow from the upper mantle and shear heating in
the seismogenic zone. The effective normal stress (T" at depth z
km is assumed to be 18z + 10 MPa (the overburden pressure
28z MPa minus the pore pressure 10z MPa). In order to
facilitate numerical procedures, the threshold normal stress 10
MPa at the earth's surface is chosen so that the viscous response (i.e., A) there is nonzero. This artifact corresponds to
adding a layer of soil (about 0.5 km thick) with no friction at
the fault trace near the surface. Calculations that have been
done both with and without the threshold normal stress are
very similar and thus suggest that it has no significant effect
on final results. For the reason mentioned earlier, at higher
temperature for which temperature-sensitive ductile flow

occurs, A and B are less dependent on, or ultimately independent of, U,.. For simplicity, we assume that A and B become
independent of u,. at temperature above 407°C (the temperature at which A/un becomes temperature dependent as suggested by the solid line in Figure la). Then, one can find the
depth variations of A and B (Figure 3). As shown in Figure 3,
A - B is then modeled as being negative (potentially unstable
slip) along the San Andreas fault down to about 11 km at
which the temperature is about 285°C. Also, our fit of the data
suggests that B vanishes at depths below 18 km_at which the
temperature is about 407°C. This means that the long-term
rate sensitivity is equal to the instantaneous rate sensitivity. In
other words, the frictional response below this depth is slip
history independent and thus is simply described as stable
nonlinear viscous creep.
The preceding considerations suggest that with the use of
the general class of slip rate and slip history dependent friction
laws, and notably their consequences for stability of slip, one
can predict qualitatively the shallow depth confinement of
seismicity of a fault. Nevertheless, the detailed behavior such
as how the earthquake instability nucleates or how the friction
stress evolves depends on the specific form of the friction law
as well as the loading from the surroundings and their elastic
stiffness.
Within the class of rate and slip history dependent friction
laws, we do further analysis by assuming that for a fixed environment and Un' the friction stress t depends only on V and an
evolving phenomenological parameter called a state variable
as in previous fits to friction data [Ruina, 1980, 1983, 1984; Gu
et al.} 1984]. Also. we assume that the evolution of the state
variable is such that for slip at fixed V, t evolves exponentially
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Fig. 3. Depth variations of A and B based on the temperature
variations of A and B for (0) case 1 and (b) case 2, identified in Figure
I, the San Andreas fault geotherrn in Figure 2, and assumed normal
stress dependence discussed in text.
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The specific form of the law will depend on the choice of
(OTjOV)inst and rS{V). Within the context of the experiments
described earlier, we assume
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(a) Instantaneous, dashed lines, and long term (steady state), solid

lines, variations of t' with V for shallow portion of crust with velocity
weakening, B - A > O. Steady state stress shown with and without
high-speed leveling-off option. (b) Variation of steady state strength
T"(V) with V for various shallow to midcrustal depths; based on case
2 of Figures 1 and 3, and levelling-off oh" above 0.1 mm/s. Here VL
is to be regarded as a seismic slip rate but can be taken (because of
leveling) as any value of V above 1 rom/so Note transition from velocity weakening to strengthening around 11 km. The rate of fall-off of
T"(V), with decreasing V, below 11 km increases rapidly with increasing depth and temperature. Since lower depths slip at V on the order
of V.( = 35 mmjyr) through most of the cycle, this means that large
stress increases are needed to achieve seismic slip.

with slip toward its steady state value rSS(V) over a characteristic distance L. That is, at fixed V
dr
db

1

= -I [r -

,[5S(V)]

(1)

where b is slip. Rice [1983] showed that if the rate of evolution of the state variable is a function of itself and V only, then
the foregoing condition serves to define the equation for the
evolution rate. In fact, the resulting constitutive relation for
general slip history may be written without explicit reference
to the state variable at all and is [Rice and Tse, 1986]
dr= (or)
dt

oV

dV V
---[r-rs(V)]
inst

dt

L

(3a)

and T) and that

+ (A -

B) In (V/V.)

(3b)

where B is constant also; here V. is an arbitrarHy chosen
reference velocity and '[* is defined such that rSS(V*} = f*.
In terms of Ruina's original concept of a state variable 8 as
a parameter to describe the evolution of the sliding state, with
the specific assumption of (3), (2) can be rewritten as

(a)

-15

(1n

TSS(V) = T*

eq.(5}
-JO

Fig. 4.
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(2)

=

+8+A
V

In (V/V*)

-i [8 + B In (V/V.»

(4)

These are the equations proposed by Ruina [1980, 1983) as a
simplification of a friction law by Dieterich [1981] and which
have been employed in several of the stability studies mentioned. For V. ~ 1 pm/s, '[*/(111 is about 0.6, and from Figure 1,
A and A - B are only a very small percentage of T., Hence
the rate and state dependent friction law described involves a
modest departure from the classical concept of a constant
stress for sliding friction. However, since as described earlier
that stability of steady state sliding depends on drss/dV, this
small variation is critical in determining whether slip is stable
or not. In other words. stability is related to the relative
change in stress rather than the absolute level of stress.
In experiments done by Scholz and Engelder [1976] and
Dieterich [1978] on the same type of rocks as considered
above, it is found that while fIlS has the simple linear relationship of (3b) with the logarithm of Vat low speeds, '[SS tends to
become independent of V at higher speeds (above 0.1 mm/s in
results of Dieterich [1978]). Hence another similar form of
constitutive relation that seems to be consistent with the high
speed phenomena would be written as

Here n is a positive number chosen (depending on the choice
of reference speed V.) in such a way that f8S(V) reduces to a
residual level when the slip speed is above a certain value. For
example. with V. = 35 mm/yr (typical relative slip rate along
the creeping portion of the San Andreas fault). n can be taken
as 10 to cause fSS(V) is to level off in the vicinity of 0.1 mm/s.
We use this value in our depth variable slip simulations when
we use (5) rather than (3b) in (2).
We note that no feature of the earthquake cycles that we
analyze is dependent on either the magnitude or depth variation of r., the strength for steady slip at the reference speed.
Rather, aU characteristics of the simulated cycles are determined by the constitutive parameters A and A - B, which
measure sensitivity of strength to changes in velocity, and by
the relaxation slip L; L is not well constrained, and its effect in
the simulations is considered subsequently.
Figure 4 summarizes the velocity dependence of properties
assumed for our subsequent simulations, In Figure 4a the
dashed lines show how stress varies with a rapid (instantaneous) variation in slip velocity. However, as slip accumulates,
the stress continually evolves (following (2) and (3a» toward
the steady state value fSS(V) appropriate to the then current V.
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T
H

1
.Fig. 5. Local cross section of the fault showing the depth variable
- slip. i(t) is the thickness averaged shear stress transmitted across the
fault surface.

The two choices we use for the steady state strength variation,
given by (3b) and (5), are shown as solid lines. Those have
been drawn with the negative slope appropriate to the relatively cool shallow crust, above 11 km, where the friction is of
a potentially unstable type with velocity weakening.
For Figure 4b the A - B variation denoted by case 2 in
Figures Ib and 3b is adopted, together with the leveling-off of
1"" at high V as in (5). Figure 4b shows the assumed variation
of 1""(V) with V at several crustal depths. The shallow depths
show velocity weakening, which is greatest at 6.5 km depth (it
is greatest at 8.5 km for case 1), and prevails to about 11 km
where velocity strengthening takes over with further increase
of depth. The fall-off of '["" with decreasing V becomes more
abrupt as we go to greater and hotter depths. The laboratory
data leading to the supposed linear variation of 1"" (V) with in
V shown in Figure 4 extends from V of 100 pm/s (0.1 mm/s)
down to 0.1 /lm/s both marked on Figure 4, for the hightemperature data; some of the room temperature data extends
to 0.01 pm/so (In our use of (5) rather than (3b1 we actually
level off ~ before reaching 100 pm/s.) As Figure 4b shows, we
are assuming without evidence that the linear variation with
In V extends down to V of order 0.001 /lm/s (30 mm/yr)t i.e.,
comparable to the plate velocity V. = 35 mm/yr, also marked
on Figure 4 and below.
Our simulation of earthquake cycles to follow shows that
the depth ranges below 11 km with velocity strengthening
essentially slip at speeds of order V. throughout most of the
cycle. Thus Figure 4b shows that those depth ranges are
stressed below the stress level required for rapid seismic depth.
It is this relaxation of prevailing stress below the seismic level,
which becomes more pronounced with increasing depth, that
causes the shallow depth confinement of seismicity. Even the
major stress transfers to the deeper part of the fault zone, from
the great ruptures of the velocity weakening zone above the
l1-km transition depth, are then inadequate to cause seismic
stress levels to be reached over more than a few kilometers

below the transition depth. We emphasize that the shallow
depth confinement of seismicity is thus consistent with deformation localization to a fault extending well below the seismogenic zone; it does not require an assumption that the seismically active fault zone be und~rlain by a zone of broadly distributed creep deformations.
Of course. our depth variable constitutive model suffers
from the paucity of data and lack of precise knowledge of fault
zone structure and composition. However, to the extent that it
at least qualitatively incorporates the variation of fault constitutive response with depth, and assuming localization of deformation to a fault penetrating deeply into the crust, we may
expect the verbal description of depth confinement given
above and the quantitative earthquake mechanics simulations
which follow to be reasonable analogues of the great strike
slip earthquake process.
Figure 4b should not be understood as implying that ,["SS(VL}
for a rapid (seismic) slip rate VL is the same for all depths.
However, whether it is or not is irrelevant to all aspects of the
earthquake cycle that we describe. Our results depend only on
how '[" varies with V (and its history) at each depth, since that
is what determines the nature of slip throughout the crust and
its instability. The results have no dependence whatever on
how'[" varies with depth at a fixed V (or V history), and it is to
some extent curious that this latter issue has received so much
attention relative to the former in the existing literature. The
latter issue would be critical. however, to an extension of the
present studies which sought for consistency to quantify the
contribution of such shear deformations as we predict to the
temperature distribution with depth.
Future experiments may reveal a much richer structure than
assumed here in variation of '["$S(V} with V and normal stress.
For example, using halite gouge between intact sandstone as
room temperature analogue for hotter crustal fault zone materials, Shimamoto and Logan [1986] found that high normal
stress tests showed velocity stengthening for all V studied,
from about 0.01 to 1000 pm/s. However, at low normal stress
(50 MPa confining pressure) they found velocity strengthening
below 0.01 pm/s, weakening from 0.01 pm/s to 10 pm/s, and
strengthening again above 10 pm/so

a

MODELING OF CRUSTAL EARTHQUAKE INSTABILITY

In this section a strike-slip fault model like that of M avko
[1980, also unpublished manuscript. 1984] based on the friction law (2) with (3a), and (3b) or (5), but with our estimated
depth dependence of friction parameters (e.g., A and B as
shown in Figure 3), is used to calculate the depth and time
variations of slip at a plate margin over several earthquake
cycles. Results confirm the expected depth confinement of seismicity to the shallow crust and show additional features such
as the nucleation of instabilities, regain of fault strength or
formation of effectively locked patches after earthquakes, etc.
The lithosphere is assumed to be a homogeneous linear
elastic plate of thickness H cut along the fault zone as in
Figure 5. The top and bottom surfaces of the plate are shown
as stress free. That condition on the bottom face corresponds
to decoupling of the lithosphere from the viscous asthenospheric foundation and is justified only if the asthenosphere is
completely relaxed. Nevertheless, a mathematical formulation
for the coupling of the lithospheric plate to a viscoelastic asthenosphere is possible within this type of model; Li and Rice
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Fig. 6. A diagram showing the discretized plate.

[1983] gave an extensive discussion of the formulation procedures. As we are at this point interested in understanding
the depth variation of fauh response, we approximate the
actual three-dimensional situation by treating the depth variation of stress and slip as if they were the same at each section
along the fault trace ( - X < x < X). Actual finite extent of the
active fault segment along strike and the coupling of the lithospheric plates to the asthenosphere may be incorporated approximately by requiring that the thickness averages of stress
f(t) and slip tf{t) at the plate margin be related to one another
in a manner that is consistent with those features. This is
expressed mathematically by writing

-ttl = To
- + ft k 0(t

T

,

dO(t')]
- t ')[ Y.I - Pdt'

-00

dt'

(6a)

where fo is a constant, the value of which is irrelevant to our
simulations of earthquake cycles, Y.I is the average plate velocity accommodated by the fault z;ne over many earthquake
cycles, and ko(t) is a time dependent stiffness which can be
estimated as discussed by Li and Rice [1983] (who actually
use the time dependent compliance that is inverse to ko(t».
The equation expresses the idea that it is the mismath between
~I and do/dt which causes the force transmitted across the
lithospheric fault zone to accumulate or drop. From Li and
Rice [1983, equations (14) and (15)], the long time value corresponding to complete relaxation of the asthenosphere is
ko(oo) = k = Jut(1 + v)/8X, where /1 and v are the shear modulus and Poisson's ratio, respectively. As an approximation we
neglect the time dependence of coupling to the asthenosphere,
treating it as relaxed for all time so that ko{t) ~ k and absorb
the constant above into the origin for the time axis so that (6a)
becomes
f(t)

= k[VPlt -

_

b(t)]

=

Jl1t(1

+ v)

8X

-

[Vp1t -

ott)]

(6b)

With /1 = 3 X 104 MPa, v = 0.25, and X = 180 km, this gives
kVp1 = 3 X 10- 3 MPa/yr for the nominal lithosphere average
stress accumulation rate in the absence of relaxation by slip at
the boundary. According to limited trial calculations, features
of the subsequently reported earthquake cycles have essentially negligible change when X is reduced (or k increased) by
a factor of 3.
The local deptb variable stress T(z. t) at the fault trace can
be written as a uniform part, equal to f(t) of (6), plus an
additional portion (averaging to zero over the plate thickness)
due to the nonuniformity of local slip O(z, t). That is,

T(z, t)

= f(t) -

I

H

o

oo(z' t)

G(z, z1 - - '- dz'
fjz'

(7a)

=..!!.-.
4H

H
. 7t{z - z') . n(z

[ sm

2H

.

~

+ z')

(7b)

sm--2H

is the Green's function which gives the shear stress at depth z
induced by a unit screw dislocation at depth z'. The derivation
of this Green's function and other related formulae are given
in the appendix.
Equivalently, the local depth variable stress T(Z, t) can be
represented by
_
Jl
T{Z, t) = ret) - -

2n

foo
-co

1 ob(z', t)
- - - - - dz'
z-z' oz'

(8)

where o(z, t} here is defined outside 0 < z < H so as to be
periodic in z with a period of 2H, and symmetric about z = 0
and z = H, so that the traction free boundary conditions at
the earth's surface and the bottom of the lithosphere are satisfied. The stress T(Z. t) is also periodic with the same period 2H
and the calculated stress for the range z = 0 to z = H would
be identical to that calculated from (7). Due to the periodicity
of o{z. t), the convolution integral in (8) can be calculated
using Fourier methods; that is, the integral in the space
domain becomes multiplication in the frequency domain, and
the result is converted back into the space domain. Numerically, the process is performed efficiently by the fast Fourier
transform (FIT) method, which is generally faster than solving the integral term in (7a) using matrix multiplication in the
discretized version of the integral. However, when the stress
distribution is known instead of tbe slip distribution or when
partial slip or stress distribution is known (as will be seen .
later, during the earthquake instability only the stress drop in
the seismically rupturing region and the slip in the region
below is known), FIT is not convenient to use. Hence we
develop a solution method, which will be used when the above
case occurs, for the singular integral term in (7a).
The plate tbickness H is divided into N intervals as shown
in Figure 6 such that the first and last intervals are of length
6 (= H/2(N - 1», while the remaining intervals are of equal
length 26. In each' of these intervals the slip is assumed to be
uniform for the purpose of calculating the shear stress at the
center of any interval (or at the surfaces of the plate) so that
stress and slip can be related to one another by the constitutive relations. For FFT this corresponds to the discretization
of half of the wavelength of the quantity and the other half
can easily be generated using the symmetry at z = H. Hence
using the Green's function in (7b), the shear stress at Zi. depth
of the midpoint of interval i, due to uniform slip OJ in intervalj
is given by kiPj, where
j #: I, N

kiN = G(z" H - 6)

(9)

For slip distribution over the thickness H (i.e., N intervals) the
dislocation contribution to shear stress at Zj is
1 N kiPj. As
suggested earlier, this vanishes when 0 is uniform. Also, in a
'!iscretized form the thickness average of any quantity (e.g.,
b(t» can be written as

L=
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or
cf(t) = _1_
N - 1

[f Ot _

01

+ ON]
2

i=l

Then, together with (6b), the equilibrium equation (7a) is discretized as
N

L

Tit) == 't'(Zj. t) = k ~lt -

Kij~J..t)

(lOa)

j= 1

where
K - k
ij -

ij

+ Jl71{18X+ v) N

1

j ::F 1, N

(lOb)

= 1 or N

(lOc)

Kij[~l - ~{t)]

(11)

_ 1

Jl7t{l + v) 1
- k
K jj - ij + 16X N _ 1

j

ent case). The latter rapidly approaches rs(VL ) in typical circumstances for which the rapid slip is much greater than L.
Quasi-static calculations resume (i.e., equality between the
stresses o.f (lOa) and (12) is restablished) when enough highspeed slip accumulates such that l' estimated from (lOa) reduces to that given by (12), i.e., effectively t 5S(VL ). Rice and Tse
[1986] showed how to modify this limiting speed procedure
for a single degree of freedom system so as to include dynamic
overshoot. They resume quasi-static calculations when, as
calculated from elastic considerations reduces to a prescribed
value 1'(2) below rs(VL)' The velocity V(2) at which quasi-static
calculations resume is that appropriate to rapid (instantaneous, at fixed state) reduction of stress from rs(VL ), the value
during rapid slip, to 1"(2) during the arrest of seismic mo.tio.n.
Thus for A constant one finds from (3a) that

The time derivative of Tit) is
dTit)
- d = k~) t

N

L
)=1

N

KijVjt)

=L
)=1

The general constitutive law (2) for the fault is conveniently
written as

It should be understood that ( )1 denotes ( ) at depth Zj.

Hence together with specific forms of Al and T,u(V}, equations
(11) and (12) constitute a system of first-order nonlinear ordinary differential equations in l'i and 't't whose solution can be
sought once appropriate initial conditions for V and Tare
prescribed. The slip distribution is then found from inversion
of (lOa). FIT is used for efficiency in the numerical iterative
process of solving the differential equations (11) and (12). In
general, the velocity and stress distributions in a fault at any
stage of sliding are not known a priori. However, we find in
our simulations that the fault surface ultimately evolves
toward periodic earthquake cycles (more complicated friction
laws might lead to aperiodic cycles). To hastet) this evolution,
we choose an initial condition to represent approximately a
fault that has just gone through an earthquake and is ready to
start a new cycle. The stress distribution is taken as steady
state values appropriate to the expected seismogenic layer
(depth over which A - B is negative or slightly extending into
the region where A - B is positive due to possible overshoot)
sliding at a high seismic particle slip speed VL (taken as about
1 m/s) while the slipping rate below decreases to the relative
plate velocity ~l at the bottom. The results show that the
earthq uake cycle seems to become periodic after a few cycles,
losing memory of the artificial initial condition.
Finally, it should be noted that the quasi-static analysis
presented so far has ignored the effect of inertia. Hence slipping at some depth (or some region in a discretized form) is
said to become unstable when the slip rate becomes unbounded. In the case of a single degree of freedom system. Dieterich
[1978, 1980] introduced a limiting speed procedure; it was
also adopted by Mavko [1980, also ,~npublished manuscript,
1984] for the continuum case. In that procedure, once a limiting speed VL is reached at a given location, slip there is assumed to continue at speed VL , and the stress there as estimated from quasi-static elastic analysis (as by (lOa) for the
continuous system) is no longer required to equal that calculated from the constitutive relation (i.e., from (12) in the pres-

Rice and Tse [1986] show that this modified limiting speed
procedure can closely reproduce results of a full analysis including inertia for the single degree of freedom system provided the overshoot ,SS(VL) - 1'(2) is chosen as approximately 90%
of the stress drop T{l) - T S5(VL ), where 't'(1) is the stress calculated according to the quasi-static analysis when the limiting
speed is first attained.
Unfortunately, our attempts to adapt the limiting speed
procedure to. the continuous case considered in this paper
suggest that an extremely small grid size is required to model
sensibly the bilateral, cracklike spread of rupture from the grid
location where VL is first reached. This requires a large
amount of computer time which is difficult to justify given the
neglect of inertia in the pro.cedure. Further, our modification
of the limiting speed procedure [Rice and Tse, 1986] so as to
include dynamic overshoot is not readily applied to the present case, at least for the range of grid sizes that we can regard
as computationally feasible; difficulties with it relate to the
fact that the grid points tend to reach limiting speed. slip.
reduce their stress, and arrest according to the procedure
before neighboring points go unstable..
We have therefore adopted the following approach to dealing with the slip once anyone element of our grid reaches VL •
We assume that a rupture event begins at that location and
spreads rapidly over a certain set of neighboring grid elements, whose exact extent is determined by trial and error
calculations as described later. Let the indices i of all grid
elements which partake in the seismic slip be denoted by the
set {i(s)}. The stress distribution t j U ) is known from the numerical calculation based on (lO}-{12) at the beginning of the
seismic slip, and we assume that the stress 't'i(2) immediately
after can be prescribed for all i included in {i(s)}. For example,
T/2 ) = Tj"(VL ) in the absence of dynamic overshoot, and Ti"(VJ
- TP) is chosen as some given fraction (say, 2~30%) Of't'i(1)
- 'tj H(VJ when overshoot is taken into account.
We need to. calculate the slip oP) - 0,(1) during the seismic
event; this is assumed to be zero for i outside of the set {i(s)}
and is calculated for i in {i(s)} by writing from (10) that
'i(1} -

1'j(2) =

L

Kij[0/2) - 0/1)]

iE

{i(s)}

(14)

JeU(s»

Hence inversion of the submatrix of [K] indicated gives the
seismic slip. The same relation as above then lets one calculate
the stress Ti(2} immediately after the seismic event at locations i
outside the set {i(s)}. The quasi-static calculation based on (11)

·
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TABLE 1.

Summary of Some of the Earthquake Cycle Parameters
for Different Simulations Discussed in the Text
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in the numerical simulations and the results are reported in
the next section.

Depth, km
Cycle
Rupture Time.
Figure
Number Total Coseismict Initiation Extent years
Surface Slip, m

Case·
C2L40LOO
C2L40L30
C2L40NOO
C2L40N30
C2L1OLOO
C2LlOL30
CIL40LOO
CIL40L30

7
10
12
13
14
15
16
17

2.95
3.25
4.35
5.56
2.29
2.79
2.13
2.24

1.90

13.9

6.7
6.7
2.8
4.2
4.6
5.4
7.2
7.2

2.57
3.49
4.79
1.74
2.45
0.83
1.13

15.2
13.8
15.1
13.8
15.1
13.3
14.2

84
93
124
159
65
80
61

64

·For example. C2L40LOO: case 2. L = 40 mm.leveling off of steady
state stress at high speed (i.e., equation (5» and no dynamic overshoot
in stress and C2L40N30: case 2, L = 40 mm. no leveling off of steady
state stress (i.e., equation (3b» and 30% dynamic overshoot in stress.
tlncludes only the "instantaneous" slip; in some simulations, particularly those without dynamic overshoot, significant additional slip
accumulates in a few seconds (e.g., Figures 7, 14, 16, and 17).

and (12) then resumes with the suddenly altered stress distribution 'tj(2) and velocity distribution V;(2), the latter given by

= VL exp {- ['tjlS(VL ) - 'tj(2}]/A
V;(2) = v,(1) exp {[rF} - 'tj(l>]/Aa
V;(2)

j}

i

E

{i(s)}

i ¢ [i(s)}

(15)

The trial and error procedure necessary to estimate {i{s)} is
carried out as follows. For a true continuum the sudden slip
zone would have to extend deep enough that the stress "drop"
over part of the rupture zone was negative (see, e.g.. Walsh
[1968] and Burridge and Halliday [1971]) and no crack-tiplike stress singularity results at the border of that zone. In the
discretized numerical procedure we let the rupture penetrate
into the zone where the stress drop would be negative (that is.
slightly into the hotter region where d'tIS(V)/dV is positive)
until, by trial calculations, we have established a depth at
which the stress drop is, within limits of numerical discretization, apparently continuous across the border of the
zone. That is, we locate the depth at which there is no abrupt
variation ofstress alteration 'tj(2) - 'tj(l) at border of set {i(s)}.
For a single degree of freedom system the procedure adopted here is identical to the Rice and Tse [1986] limiting speed
procedure as discussed above. For the continuous system it
eliminates the modeling of slip propagation through the grid.
which is costly in terms of computer time and would presumably require an extremely small grid size (scaling with slip
decay distance L) for simulation of cracklike spreading of the
slip zone and is of questionable accuracy due to neglect of
inertia.
The procedure outlined also lets us explore the effect of a
wide range of values for L. This parameter is thought to scale
in some as yet not well characterized way with the roughness
scale of the surface [Dieterich. 1981]. Laboratory friction experiments suggest values in the range of 10- 5 to 10- 4 m.
liowever, if we assume that L can be equated to critical slip
weakening distances in a slip-weakening fracture model and
use estimates of critical fracture energy for nucleation of large
earthquakes by crack like stress concentration from slip below
a locked seismogenic zone [Li and Rice, 1983; Rice, 1983],
then estimates of L in the range 10- 2 ·to lO-1 m result. Within
the storage capability on the Cray I computer and computational feasibility in our work, a range of values of L is used

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Using the parameters described earlier and the depth distributions of A and B (case 1 or case 2 as shown in Figure 3),
many simulations of earthquake sequences have been done for
different choices of the form of the steady state stress law
(equation (3b) or (5», inclusion or noninclusion of dynamic
overshoot in stress (last section), and magnitude of the characteristic slip distance L. Since the global features and mechanical processes in aU cases are similar, as an illustration we will
discuss in detail the earthquake simulation only for case 2
with L = 40 mm, no inclusion of dynamic overshoot, and with
a steady state strength independent of velocity at slip rate
above 0.1 mm/s, i.e., (5). This simulation is coded C2L40LOO;
see Table 1 for explanation. Variations from this case can be
made by including dynamic overshoot in stress (e.g., 30%), by
using a different steady state stress law (e.g., equation (3b», by
using case t (Le., less brittle), or by using a smaller value of L.
A more extensive presentation of numerical results is given by
Tse [1985].
In the context of the discussion of frictional response, the
expected seismogenic depth is approximately the transition
depth at which the frictional response changes from velocity
weakening (drss/dV < 0) to velocity strengthening (drSSjdV >
0). With the present distributions of A and B, this depth is
about 11 km. The simulat~ons confirm the importance of this
transition depth in separating zones of qualitatively different
response. Much of the zone above 11 km slips very slowly and
is effectively locked through most of the cycle, whereas the
deeper zone slips continually. Near the end of the effectively
locked period, the slip rate and the stress in the stable region
below are slightly lower than the relative plate velocity ~I and
the corresponding steady state stress level tSS(~I)' respectively,
while the stress in the nearly locked zone has increased to a
level general1y above the steady state stress 'tSS(~I) that is
needed to slide steadily at the relative plate velocity (35
mmjyr.) Somewhere in this locked zone a small region, the size
of which increases with the magnitude of the characteristic slip
distance L, begins to unload itself. The stress there decreases,
and local slip takes place with increasing speed. For L sufficiently large so that the stress can be relaxed only over a
large slip distance, this stress-unloading region expands, and
the whole seismogenic zone undergoes stress reduction stably,
i.e., without an earthquake. In the current case (case 2), stable
episodic slip relieving stress in the locked zone is observed for
L between about 80 mm and 160 mm; the fault surface slides
steadily at ~I over the entire depth range for Labove 160
mm. However, if L is small enough (below 80 mm in the
present case), such that stress relaxation can be accomplished
over only a small slip distance, the unloading process that
begins in this small zone leads to an accelerating slip velocity
and significantly concentrates stress onto neighboring regions
above and below which then slip at an accelerating rate too so
that a great earthquake instability spreads over the previously
locked zone.
During the instability the stress in the previously locked
zone is at a lower level associated with high sliding speed VL ;
and hence an increase of stress is transferred to the stable
region below. As mentioned earlier, this causes the coseismic
rupture zone to penetrate beyond 11 km depth, into the region
where the frictional response is velocity strengthening. Typi-
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Time Interval

AtoB
BtoC
C toC
CtoD
DtoE
EtoF
FtoG
GtoH

10

2.4yrs.
4.6 hrs.

instantaneous
4 sees.
3.5 mins.
77.8 days
3.6 yrs.
77.2 yrs.

20
Tcy = 83.8 yrs.

C2L4OLOO

30
Depth (kIn)

Fig. 7. Plot of slip vs depth through a time history of three earthquake cycles. The simulation is based on the steady
state stress law (5), such that the steady stale stress becomes velocity independent when velocity is above 0.1 mm/s, and
L = 40 mm; dynamic overshoot in stress is not included. Depth distributions of A and B are denoted by case 2 in Figures
1 and 3. Other parameters used for the calculation are indicated in the text. This simulation is coded C2L40LOO; see Table
1 for explanation. Each line represents a constant time, but the time interval between any two adajacent lines is not
uniform. The time intervals between some representative lines are indicated,

cally, the coseismic slip tapers off to zero at 13-15 km depth.
although rapid post seismic slip occurs over a further 3-4 km
depth.
For the simulation C2L40LOO based on case 2 with L = 40
mm, no inclusion of dynamic. overshoot and steady state stress
independent of velcoity at slip rate above 0.1 mm/s (Figure 7),
the rupture initiates at about 7 km and extends to about 14
km (about 3 km below the transition depth). After the instability the stress relaxation and the decrease in slip rate in the
rupture zone continue. In less than a year the slip rate in the
rupture zone becomes low enough that an effectively locked
patch, which roughly extends from near the transition depth
to the earth's surface, is reestablished. At the same time, rapid
postseismic creep occurs below the rupture zone and penetrates down to about 18 km; this continues at a noticeably

-s

8

s

higher rate for about 4 years after the earthquake. The ductile
region at greater depths seems to be only modestly perturbed
by the earthquake occurring above and continues to slide relatively steadily at about the relative plate velocity. During the
period that the seismogenic layer is effectively locked. the continuing tectonic plate motion increases the shear force transmitted across the fault zone, and stress is further concentrated
onto the effectively locked zone by the continual slip below.
Thus the locked region is gradually eroded from below leading to accelerating preseismic slip and finally eart~quake instability again. The general picture of the earthquake cycle
predicted by these calculations seem broadly consistent with
the phenomenology of earthquakes along the San Andreas
fault system.
Figure 7 shows the slip versus depth through a time history

18
Time Interval

AtoB

J

BtoC

K

B

A

CtoD
DtoE
EtoF
FtoG
GloH
HtoI
I toJ

JtoK

2.5 sees.
1.2 days
76.6 days
3.6 yrs.
24.1 yrs.
42.4 yrs.
11.7 yrs.
1.7 yrs.
1.3 hrs.
4.2 sees.

Tcy = 83.8 yrs.

38
Depth (km)

Fig. 8.

Plot of logaritlmlof normalized slip rate versus depth for simulation of Figure 7 (C2L40LOO). Each line repre.
sents a constant time, and time intervals between some lines are indicated.
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23.2 yrs.
11.7 yrs.
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Fig. 9. Plot of stress differenCe (stress minus steady stale stress at the relative plate velocity, ~l = 35 mm!yr) versus
depth for simulation of Figure 7 (C2L40LOO). Each line represents a constant time, and time intervals between some lines
are indicated.
.

of three earthquake cycles. The cycles seem to repeat one after
the other. Each line represents a constant time, but the time
interval between any two adj~cent lines is not uniform. Time
intervals are marked at the margin of Figure 7. That marked
"instantaneous" from C to C', corresponds to the coseismic
slip, althougli some subsequent slip (C' to D) accumulates s~
rapidly that it too should be considered as coseismic. As one
Can see from (lOa), the initial slip distribution w~th depth can
be chosen arbitrarily. In the presentations here it is chosen to
be un'form with depth approximately 5 years after the earthquake, when the rapid postseisirnic slip at the base of the
seismic rupture is more or less completed. The time interval
between A and H is equal to 84 years, which is th~ cycle tim'e
for an earthquake in this simulation. Figure 7 shows thal a
fraction of the total slip· is accomplished aseismically near the
earth's surface during the later part of the earthquake cycle.
As will be ~een later, this near-surface slip and associated
stress "relaxation increases with decreasing magnitude' of

A - B in the shallow crust and increases with the characteristic slip distance L.
Figure 8 shows the logarithm of the normalized slip rate
versus depth. A~ mentioned above, in less than a y~ar the
rupture zone has slowed down, and post~eismic creep extends
to about 18 km (lines D anp E). The rupture initiates at about
7 km, near which B - A is maximuin (Figure 3b). Figure 9
S~9wS the stress difference 't - 't"(Vp1) (stress minus the steady
state stress for sliding at the relative plate velocity) versus
depth. N~ar the end of the effectively locked period (line G),
the stress in the seismogeni~ zpne is above while the stress in
the ductile zone is below the steapy state stress at the relative
plate velocity. The rupture is initiated by stress unloading in a
small region at about 7. km, and during the instability the
stress in the whole rupture ~ne. the extent of which is defined
by continuity of stress or ~ro stress intensity itS mentioned in
the previous section, is relaxed to the lower lev~l associated
with the high rupture s~ (line A). Because of this stress

Time Interval

AtoB
B toB'
B'(oC
CloD
DtoE
EtoF
FtoG

300 days
intantaneous
2.S mins.
4.2 days
1.9 yrs.
9.1 yrs.
82.S yrs.

Tcy = 92.9 yrs.

C21AOL30
38
Depth(km)

Fig. 10. Plots of depth distribution of slip at constant time. The simulation is identical to that of Figure 7 except that
30% dynamic overshoot in stress is included (C2L40L~0).
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Figure 10 (simulation C2L40L30) for the case identical to that
in Figure 7 except that 30% dynamic overshoot in stress is
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C2IAOL30 (S cycles)
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-4.0 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Thickness Average Slip Rate, In (VN,v

Fig. 11. Phase diagrams of the logarithm of the normalized
thickness-averaged slip rate versus thickness-averaged differential
stress for the case 2 with equation (5) as the steady state stress law
and L = 40mm.

unloading in the rupture zone the stress in the ductile zone
below increases simultaneously. A short time after the earthquake (lines B to C)~ the stress in the rupture zone continues
to decrease, and the stress in the ductile zone also continues to
increase, causing the rapid postseismic creep.
Some parameters for the case presented in Figures 7-9 are
listed in the first row of Table 1. Table 1 includes also, for easy
comparison, parameters for a series of other simulations which
we now discuss. Obviously, the details of the features described above would be altered by different assumptions regarding dynamic overshoot and steady state stress response.
For instance, inclusion of dynamic overshoot in stress increases proportionally the coseismic slip and correspondingly
reduces the postseismic slip in the rupture zone as shown in

included. However, this dynamic overshoot does not seem to
increase much the overall cycle time, which is about 93 rather
than 84 years. In order to show the periodicity of the earthquake cycle simulations, the logarithm of the normalized
thickness-averaged slip rate versus the thickness-averaged differential stress is plotted in Figure 11 for the two simulations
mentioned so far. It is clear in Figure 11 that the earthquakes
repeat each other very closely. Similar situations arise when a
different steady state stress law is chosen. Figure 12 (simulation C2UONOO) shows the plot of slip versus depth for the
case identical to that in Figure 7 except that the steady state
law is replaced by equation (3b); that is, the steady state stress
is proportional to the logarithm of the normalized slip rate at
all speeds. This means that a larger stress drop in the rupture
zone is expected, and consequently, if takes a longer time
(longer cycle time) to build up the stress for next earthquake
instability. In comparison with Figure 7, Figure 12 has larger
coseismic slip and smaller postseismic slip, while the amount
of preseismic slip is about the same. Figure 13 (simulation
C2L40N30) shows the plot of slip vs depth for the case identical to that in Figure 12 except that 30% dynamic overshoot in
stress is included. Similarly, the coseismic slip is larger, but
more significantly, the rupture zone begins to' be arrested and
effectively locked much earlier than the earlier case. This is
mainly due to the large stress reduction from the preinstability
stress state in the rupture zone.
From the standpoint of frictional sliding as modeled by our
constitutive description, stress relaxation is accomplished by
slip. This means that the amount of preseismic and postseismic slips is related to the magnitudes of the characteristic
slip distance L. Larger preseismic and postseismic slips are
consequences of larger L (or smaller B - A in the shallow
crust). Figure 14 (simulation C2LIOLOO) shows the plot of slip
versus depth for the case identical to tha~ in Figure 7 but the
characteristic slip distance L is taken to ~ 10 mm, a factor of
4 smaller. As seen in Figure 14, both the preseismic and postseismic slips are less pronounced' than those in Figure 7.
Figure 15 (simulation C2LIOL30) shows the plot of slip versus
Slip

Time Interval
10

AtoB
B toB'
B'toC
CloD

DtoE
EtoF

FtoG

33 days
instantaneous
17 sees.

9.S mins.
71 days
2.4 yrs.
121.6 yrs.

20
Tcy = 124.1 yes.

C2IAONOO

30
Depth(km)

Fig. 12. Plots of depth distribution of slip at constant time. The simulation is identical to that of Figure 7 except that
the steady state stress Jaw is proportional to In (slip rate) at all speed (C2L40NOO). so that there is a larger drop in stress
for seismic slip.
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r.m}-j
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Slip

Time Interval

10

AtoB

4S.s days
instantaneous
3.6 hrs.

B toB'
B'toC
CtoD

219 days
11.8 yrs.
145.8 yrs.

DtoE
EtoF

20

T cy = 158.8 yrs.

C2L40N30

30
Depth (kIn)

Fig. 13.

Plots of depth distribution of slip at constant lime. The simulation is identical to that of Figure 12 except that
30% dynamic overshoot in stress is included (C2lAON30).

depth for the case identical to that in Figure 14 except that
30% dynamic overshoot in stress is included. Because of the
dynamic overshoot, there is yet less postseismic slip.
Two more simulations are included to show the effect of the
magnitude of B - A in the shallow crust on the presesimic
and postseismic slips. Figures 16 (CIL40LOO) and 17
(CIL40L30) are identical to tJ:te cases shown in Figures 7 and
10, respectively except that a smaller (about half) magnitude of
B - A in the shallow crust is used (i.e., case 1 of Figures 1 and
3). This corresponds to a situation in which the shallow fault
material behaves in a less brittle manner. As seen in both
Figures 16 and 17, larger preseismic and postsesimic slips are
observed as compared to Figures 7 and 10. Now the nucleation depths (again, around 7 km) are stressed not only by slip
below but also by short-term preseismic slip above. In addition, since the material is less brittle, there is less stress drop,
hence less coseismic slip and a shorter earthquake cycle.

The differences in the above eight simulations discussed so
far are summarized in Table 1. We have not mentioned cases
for which A - B is positive even at shallow depths. These
would lead to steady sliding at ~i at all depths and no earthquakes.
The order of magnitude of the predicted cycle time and the
difference in cycle time with different steady state stress laws
can be estimated in the following way. It is reasonable to
expect that the majority of the cycle time is spent stressing the
seismogenic zone when it is effectively locked. The time it
takes to increase the stress in the zone and then break the
zone is equal to lu/t, where A:r and t are the stress increase
and the stressing rate, respectively. The stressing rate must be
estimated in a manner which includes the nearly steadily slipping ductile flow region below. Using crack mechanics solutions [Tse et al., 1985; Tse, 1985], one can easily estimate this
stressing rate in the locked region. Without going through the

Time Interval

AtoB
B toB'

B'toC
CtoD

DtoE
EtoF

4.9 yrs.
instantaneous
12 sees.
296 days
2.9 yrs.
61.6 yrs.
Tcy = 65.3 yrs.

ClL10LOO

30
Depth(km)

Fig. 14.

Plots of depth distribution of slip at constant time. The simulation is identical to that of Figure 7 except that the
characteristic slip distance L is taken to be 10 mm (C2Ll0LOO).
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Slip

I-m-I

Time Interval

AtoB

88 days
instantaneous
14mins.

B toB'
B'loC
CtoD

10

1.3 yrs.
3.5 yrs.
75 yrs.

DtoE
EtoF

Tel' = 79.8 yrs.

20

C2LIOL30

30
Depth (kin)

Fig. 15. Plots of depth distribution of slip at constant time. The simulation is identical to that of Figure 14 except that
30% dynamic overshoot in stress is included (C2L10L30).

mathematical details here, we estimate that the stressing rate i
in the middle of a locked patch is about 0.06 MPa/yr. On the
other hand, one can also relate the streSs increase AT to the
stress drop associated with the instability; i.e., AT = TU>
- T"(VL ). Roughly. ttl) can be identified with t"(Y,J. One can
see that the steady state stress law (5) would give rise to a
lower stress increase than the one using the steady state stress
law (3b). For case 2 and neglect of dynamic overshoot in
stress, AT is about 3.5 MPa for the law (5) and 6.5 Mpa for the
law (3b). Hence the times spent in the effectively locked stage
are about 60 years and 109 years, respectively. The simulations have predicted the time in the locked stage as 84 years
for the law (5) and 124 years for the law (3b). However, this
simple estimation of cycle time assumes no stress relaxation
(i.e., no slip in the effectively locked zone); any stress relaxation would reduce the stressing rate to the effectively locked
region and thus would increase the cycle time. This can be
seen from Table 1. where the cycle times with L = 40 mm are

longer than those with L = 10 mm (compare rows 1 and 5,2
and 6). We can, of course. estimate the total slip by multiplying the cycle. time by the relative plate velocity. It is interesting to see that the cycle time in a variable slip system
depends on the accentuation of the stressing rate due to the
deeper slip.
Except for the characteristic slip distance L the parameters
used in the present simulations are constrained by the relative
plate velocity. San Andreas fault geotherm, and the presently
incomplete experimental data from friction tests (e.g., A and
B). While our simple extrapolations for the depth variations of
A and B are questionable, we have shown that the cycle time
depends on the stress change AT discussed above and this
increases with the magnitude of A - B through the steady
state stress law (3b) or (5). Hence one can expect that more
negative A - B would give a longer cycle time. which is the
situation for the cycle times predicted from cases 1 and 2
(compare rows 1 and 7, 2 and 8 in Table 1). This consequently
~m--t

Slip

0 +--+1

Time

10

AIoB
BlOC
CloD

107 days
103 hn;.
1..\ mins.
instantlnC\lus
7 sees.

Dl(1)'

D'loE
E to I:

20

Inl~rval

12 mins.
305 days
3.2 yf!i.
56.S yn;.

l:toG
G loll
1110 I

Tcy

~.

60.8 yn;.

CllAOLOO

30
Depth (km)

Fig. 16. Plots of depth distribution of slip at constant time. The simulation is identical to that of Figure 7 except that the
.
depth distributions of A and B are denoted by case 1 in Figures 1 and 3 (CIL40LOO).
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Time Interval

20

AtoB
BlOC

4.8 hrs.

CloO

59.1 sees.

112.7 days

0100'

instantaneous

O'toE
EtoF
FloG
GloH
HloI

35.9 sees.
50mins.
114 days

2 yes.
61.4 yes.
Tcy

= 63.9 yes.

ClIAOL30

S0
Depth (kin)

Fig. 17.

Plots of depth distribution of slip at constant time. The simulation is identical to that of Figure 16 except that
30% dynamic overshoot in stress is included (CIL40L30).

leads to larger total slip and seismic slip. More generally. for
the same geological setting, different faulting behavior can be
simulated by different types of frictional response (i.e., different
types of A and B variations if we use the class of friction law
presented here). For instance, the creeping section of the San
Andreas fault in central California can be simulated by an
A - B distribution that is positive (velocity strengthening)
over even the shallow depth range.
Finally, it should be mentioned that in the present simulations we take the characteristic slip distance L to be 10 and 40
mm, values which are 2-3 orders of magnitude higher than
laboratory-determined values but which may possibly be more
appropriate in terms of scaling of fault irregularities to the
crustal scale. Simulations involving smaller values of L are
costly. In order to help toward a comprehensive insight into
effects that L has upon the simulations, we have done simulations over a wide range of L for case 2 of Figures 1 and 3, with
the steady state stress law (5); that is, steady state stress becomes independent of slip rate at speed above 0.1 mm/s. As
mentioned before, for Labove 160 mm, the system is stable
and slips steadily at Vp1 at all depths. For L between about 80
mm and 160 nun the system is in a transitional stage in the

sense that instead of earthquake instability with sudden slip,
the velocity weakening crustal zone catches up with the ductile zone below by stable but fast episodic creep events. For L
below 80 mm, earthquake instability always results. The cycle
time, rupture initiation depth, rupture extent, and total and
coseismic slips are summarized in Table 2.
In order to numerically simulate the onset of an earthquake
instability sensibly in a continuous medium, one obviously
should require that results be independent of grid element size
in the numerical discretization. We find that a good indication
that the grid is too coarse is that a single grid point accelerates
to limiting seismic speed and unloads before its neighbors
begin to react. Conversely, we find that grid size independence
is sensibly achieved when we require that at least two neighboring grid points reach or exceed a limiting speed VL ( = 0.88
m/s) at the same time. Hence since the size of the local unloading zone which leads to rupture nucleation decreases with the
TABLE 3. Summary for the Cases Described in Table 2, Showing·
the Grid Sizes and Number of Grid Elements Over a Plate Thickness
of 30 km, and the Rupture Initiation Zone Size Depending on the
Choice of the Velocity Range
Rupture Initiation Zone Width, m

TABLE 2. Summary of Earthquake Cycle Parameters for
Simulations With Different Values of the State Relaxation
SlipL

L,
mm

Grid Size,
m

Number
of Elements

0.11 < V
<0.88 mls

0.59 < V
< 0.88 m/s

Rupture
Extent

Cycle
Time,
years

160
80
60

13.8
13.8
13.9
13.9
13.9
13.8
13.6

96
90
84
80
75
65
53

40

234
234
234
117
117
58.6
29
58.6
29
58.6
29
14.6
14.6
7.3

129
129
129
257
257
513
1025
513
1025
513
1025
2049
2049
4097

system completely
stable
1400
2600
2200
700
820
7tIJ
530
586
117
293
322
234
73

468
468
*
176
176
117
132
*
88
88
44
14.6

Depth. km
Surface Slip. m

L.

mm

Total

Coseismict

Initiation

80
60
40
30
20
10
5

3.37
3.16
2.95
2.80
2.62
2.29
1.86

1.42
1.59
1.90
1.88
1.84
1.74
1.56

6.3
4.6
6.7
6.2

5.5
4.6
7.9

All are based on case 2 in Figures 1 and 3, on the steady state
stress becoming independent of slip rate at speed above 0.1 mm/s,
that is, equation (5) and on no dynamic overshoot of stress drop.
tSee explanation in Table 1.

30
20
10
5

*Only one grid element reaches limiting speed, 0.88 m/s.
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Fig. 18. Plot of the characteristic slip distance L versus the rupture initiation zone size. Circles are for the rupture initiation zone
over which the slip rate is between 0.59 mls and VL = 0.88 m/s.
Squares are for the rupture initiation zone over which tbe slip rate is
betwen 0.11 mls and 0.88 m/s. The dashed line is from
co = pLI5.7(B - A) for the strength degradation zone size for a slip
weakening crack in a linear elastic medium [Rice, 1980].

characteristic slip distance L, a correspondingly small grid size
(and large number of differential equations of the form in
equations (ll) and (l2) to be solved simultaneously) is required for a sensible numerical solution with small L. Presently, we are able to have simulations for L as low as 5 mm, and
the grid size for this value of L is about 7 m. The grid sizes or
the number of grid elements used in the simulations and the
sizes of the zones in which the material points slide at speeds
between 0.11 mls and 0.88 mls and between 0.59 mls and 0.88
mjs are summarized in Table 3. The sizes of these zones are
also 'plotted agaist the characteristic slip distance L, as shown
in Figure 18. It seems that within some modest variation the
size of rupture initiation zone increases linearly with L for
small L. At large L the rupture initiation zone size deviates
away from the linear variation to larger values. This reflects
the situation that for large L the system becomes mor~ stable
and involves essentially the whole seismogenic layer. On the
.other hand, the linearity of the rupture initiation zone size
with the characteristic slip distance L in the range of small L
can be seen from the following. For a mode III crack in an
infinite linear elastic medium with the crack face subjected to
friction stress which decreases gradually from a static friction
stress at zero slip to a lower constant friction stress in slip
over a characteristic slip weakening distance L. Rice [1980]
estimated that the size of the strength degradation zone OJ
(cohesive zone near the crack tip) is proportional to the slip
weakening distance L and is given by OJ = 9nJlLj16At'. If one
estimates the stress drop AT by At' = ~(v.,J - t'SS(YJ from

equation (5), then OJ ~ JlLj5.7{B - A). Though arbitrary, a reasonable definition for the rupture initiation zone size, such as
that in which the material points slide between 0.11 mjs and
0.88 mIs, yields an estimate of the proportionality constant
which is reasonably close to the strength degradation zone
size OJ (Figure 18).
Last, the cycle time normalized by some characteristic cycle
time Tl (estimated from !uli. as discussed above) is plotted
against the characteristic slip distance L normalized by the
seismogenic depth D in Figure 19. D = 10 km and Tl = 60
years are used to prepare the Figure 19. The results are not of
a form that one can confidently extrapolate for L in the range
determined by laboratory studies (Le.. of the order of tens of
microns).
Unfortunately, the calculations with the small grid size and
hence many degrees of freedom necessary when L = 5 mm
(fable 3) required computer time on the Cray I of approximately 3/4 hour per earthquake cycle. Since it is necessary to
carry the calculations through several cycles to converge on
the limit cycle which is then repeated periodically, the total
time used for the L = 5 mm run was about 4 hours. Computer
time more than doubles for each halving of L in the small L
range. Thus even with quite large allotments of supercomputer
time (approximately 25 hours on the Cray I was consumed for
the various simulations summarized here in Tables 1, 2, and 3,
for which more details are reported by Tse [1985] but not
presented here; approximately 5 Cray I hours were spent initially developing and testing solution algorithms), it is not
practial to do crustal scale earthquake cycle simulations of the
type we report here with values of L much less than 5 mm.
Also, for the particular structure of our program, the L = 5
mm case came close to saturating the available Cray I storage
space. This is an unfortunate situation since a truely compreB
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Fig. 19. Plot of the normalized cycle time versus the normalized
characteristic slip distance.
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hensive understanding of the effect of L, extending to L values
in the I-mm range and below~ cannot be attained. One expects, for example, that the limit of solutions of the type we
discuss here as L~ 0+ is not meaningful, since that limit
would seem to involve the same sort of defects and paradoxical situations associated with using classical friction concepts
(without finite slip weakening distances), developed for systems of interconnected rigid blocks. in continuum models.
Study of the rupture initiation depths in Table 1 and 2
shows that this parameter varies in an unpredictable manner
from one simulation to another~ even when the different simulations cause only small changes in other parameters. There is
a tendency for nucleation to occur in the general vicinity of
the maximum of B - A (i.e., near the most "brittle" depth in
the crust). This maximum occurs at 6.5 km depth for case 2,
assumed for all entries of Table 2 and aU of Table 1 except the
last two, which are case 1. The depth of maximum B - A is
8.5 km for case 1. Possibly, the initiation depth is highly sensitive to details of the distribution of A - B in the brittle zone.
If so, the depth must be regarded as essentially unpredictable
since the data summarized in Figure 1 clearly do not allow
reliable detailed modeling of property variations with depth.
Part of the unpredictability follows from the fact that in most
of our simulations (e.g., for all shown here except that of
Figure 13 and possibly Figures 16 and 17), initiation occurs
either near the top or the bottom of the most locked section of
the shallow crust, where slip above and below concentrates
stress onto that section. Evidently, with minor changes in the
detailed depth variations, the rupture initiation depth can be
shifted from the top to the bottom or vice versa. For the
exception noted in Figure 13, initiation occurs toward the
middle of the most locked zone. whereas in Figures 16 and 17
it occurs toward the bottom but seems to be triggered by a
creep event that spreads down from the top. If the .very shallow (0-3 km) portion of the crust does not actually slip and
concentrate stress at the top of a locked zone or if the very
shallow crustal deformation actually occurs as distribut~d
rather than single-fault localized strain, then we would expect
initiation to generally (rather than just sometimes, as in our
simulations) occur at the bottom of the locked zone where
stress is concentrated from slip below. The latter is the rupture
initiation mechanism suggested in previous studies involving
the cracklike penetration of slip into a previously locked zone
[Dmowska and Li, 1982; Li and Rice, 1983; Tse et al.,1985].
SUMMAR Y DISCUSSION:
ASSUMPTIONS, CONCLUSIONS, AND OBSERVATIONS

Our modeling of the great strike-slip earthquake cycle is
based on the following three primary assumptions:
1. Inelastic crustal deformation during the earthquake
cycle can be idealized as being localized to a fault surface
which penetrates deeply .into the lithosphere or at least penetrates significantly below the depth of the seismogenic zone.
2. The constitutive relations between stress and slip on
that fault have the same general structure as revealed in laboratory fauIt slip (friction) studies. By this we mean that the
fault surface has an inherently positive instantaneous rate sensitivity and that the stress 't evolves with ongoing slip toward
a steady state strength ~(V), which is a function of the current
slip velocity V. We further assume that the evolution of the
stress can be adequately represented by the class of constitutive relations given by equation (2).
3. Laboratory friction data on Westerly granite, as a rep-
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resentative rock type of the continental crust, can be used to
infer approximately the velocity, temperature, and effective
normal stress dependence of the instantaneous rate sensitivity
A[ = (or/o In V)inst] and long-term rate sensitivity A - B[ =
d-rSS(V)/d In V]. By contrast, however~ the state evolution slip
distance L is regarded, compatibly with other attempts to
extend laboratory fracture mechanics concepts to the crust, as
a parameter which scales to values larger than those of laboratory studies owing to larger geometric irregularities at the
crustal scale.
The experimental data base on which one could translate
assumption (3) into a depth variation of constitutive quantities
for the crust is incomplete. The important temperature range
above room temperature but below 300°C is without appropriate data. Also, there is lack of systematic study of normal
stress dependence of the rate sensitivity. Nevertheless, by assuming temperature independence at low temperature, we can
fit the existing data for A and A - B as a function of temperature as in Figure 1 and assume proportionality to normal
stress except at very high temperatures. This leads to the
depth variations of frictional slip properties as shown in
Figure 3. A critical feature of these variations is the transition~
at about 11 km based on a San Andreas fault geotherm, from
velocity weakening (A - B < 0) in the shallow crust to velocity strengthening (A - B > 0) at greater depths. The velocity
independence of A and A - B at low V is supported by laboratory data, but the data range extends downward only to
around OJ pm/s. We extrapolate this down to the tectonic
plate velocity and below as in Figure 4, continuing the linear
variation with In V. Also, in different quasi-static simulations
of the detailed mechanics of the resulting earthquake cycle for
a large-scale crustal model, Figure 5, we explore the options of
leveling-off'tSS(V) at larger V (Figure 4) and accounting for a
dynamic overshoot in the stress drop associated with each
great earthquake. The mechanics analysis ignores variations
along strike and neglects asthenosphere resistance, but the
fault zone is loaded in a manner consistent with accommodation of a uniform average plate velocity of 35 mm/yr, appropriate for the San Andreas fault.
Among significant observations and conclusions from our
work we mention the following:
1. The transition in the character of fault frictional response from velocity weakening at shallow, cooler depths to
strengthening at greater~ hotter depths, as is clearly suggested
by the laboratory data. is of itself sufficient to explain the
observed shallow depth confinement of crustal seismicity. This
is a definitive conclusion, anticipated from known associations
between velocity strengthening and stability and clearly confirmed in our detailed numerical simulations (Figures 7-17). In
particular, it is seen that the shallow depth confinement of
seismicity does not require for its explanation that there be a
transition at the base of the seismogenic layer from a zone of
fault-localized deformation to a zone of broadly distributed
creep flow. The latter transition may in fact occur, but arguments in its favor, as opposed to the deep fault model studied
here, should be based on data other than the depth confinement of seismicity. With either conception of deformation
style in the deeper crust, seismicity is depth confined because
the prevailing stresses are relaxed substantially below the
levels required for rapid slip; see Figure 4b and associated
discussion for the present deep fault model.
2. The simulations resulted in periodic limit cycles that
model recurring earthquakes or, at larger L. episodic stable
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creep events; at very large L the fault surface slides at a uniform rate equal to the plate velocity. The nature of the constitutive response is such that regain of resistance to slip gradually occurs in the slow creep slippage process following the
last instability. The limit cycles appear to be unique, for a
given depth vari~tion of constitutive properties, but it is not
known whether. for example. sta~ting the calculations with
dramatically different initial conditions could lead to different
limit cycles or perhaps to aperiodic cycles; neither case was
encounted in our work.
3. The predicted earthquake cycles involve overall features
which appear to be in good agreement with the accepted
phenome~ology of strike-slip earthquakes along the San Andreas fault. These overall features seem to require for their
prediction only the existence of a transition from velocity
stengthening to velocity weakening along lines at least somewhat like what we infer in Figures 1-4 based on existing data.
Although more detailed features of the predicted earthquake
cycles are of course dependent on details of the depth variation assumed for constitutive properties and on other aspects
of the modeling procedure (e.g., inclusion of dynamic overshoot), it is significant to recognize that no ad hoc or specialized assumptions were necessary to achieve the overall agreement (unless we consider the use of L values larger than laboratory size to be ad hoc). The overall features referred to are
well documented in Figures 7-17. They include the developme~t of an effectively locked patch (region with V much
smaller than ~J) in the velocity weakening part of the crust
above about 11 km within less than a year after the last great
earthquake. while the velocity strengthening portion of fault
surface below 11 km slips continually at a speed of the order
of, but less than, ~l through most of the cycle. As the cycle
goes on, the slipping zone gradually penetrates upward into
the locked zone (as found also in previous slip weakening and
crack modeling) so that the affected portions of the velocity
weakening zone are then caused to slip more or less steadily at
a fraction -of Vp1' This is evident in all our figures showing slip
versus depth. Finally, a small portion of the effectively locked
zone begins to unload with accelerating slip, and this rapidly
spreads and ~mes the earthquake instability. The coseismic
motions are rel~tiv~ly uniform over the effectively locked zone,
redu~ slightly in magnitude near the earth's surface (where
some as~ismic slip through much of the cycle is inevitably
predicted), IPld taper off gradually to zero at 13-15 kID depth.
The rone moving co seismically thus includes a depth range
with velocity strengthening which had slipped at a heaJthy
fraction of ~l throughout most of the cycle. Rapid postseismic
slip continues over another 3-4 km depth below the seismic
rupture zone, but V there has reduced to a value close to ~I
after a few years. Earthquake cycle time for the broad range of
parameters which we have examined (Tables 1 and 2) ranges
from about 50 to 160 years.
4. The initiation depth for the seismie rupture varies from
about 3 to 8 km in our simulations and seems to change
qnpredictably with small changes in the constitutive description. Close examination reveals that this initiation site generaIiy (but riot always) lies at either the lower or upper border of
the effectively locked zone. As commented in item 3, slip is
predicted to penetrate into the effectively locked zone from
below. It does so also from above, owing to relaxation in the
very shallow crust. Sometimes the disturbance from above
nucleates the instability first and sometimes that from below.
As mentioned in the text, a modification of the very shallow

crustal properties which made initiation from above less likely
would then seem to favor initiation at the base of the effectively locked zone, as the general rule, and such would seem
to agree better with seismic inferences of 7-10 km depth as
representative initiation depths.
5. We present an evaluation of the effect of the size of L
over a wide range and show that the size of the grid elements
in a numerical discretization must scale approximately with L,
at small L. for an accurate solution to be obtained. This unfortunately makes for prohibitively time-consuming computations for L much below 5 mm (the smallest that we examine), even with access to present-day supercomputers.
6. Every result that we present from the simulations is
dependent only on the changes of T with V (and previous V
history) at each depth along the fault. The results have no
dependence whatever on the absolute level of t for a given V
history or on the variation of that absolute level with depth.
These latter features would be important if we were to check
(as we do not) whether the assumed temperature variation
with depth is compatible with heating from our predicted fault
slip histories. However, the former features (Le., how T changes
with V and its history) are critical to understanding whether
fault slip is stable or unstable and to determining all aspects of
the earthquake cycle. Their importance often goes unrecognized, e.g., in discussion of frictional strength of the crust
which focus only on an absolute strength level for frictional
sliding and not on the character of that sliding.
7. Our simulations do not incorporate any features which
could explain seismic events of various magnitudes (e.g., described by a frequency-magnitude relation), in addition to the
great earthquake, during a cycle. Nor do they explain foreshocks of the major event (at least not in a respectable way;
use of an inadequately large grid size, compared to that
needed for correct simulation of the continuum model, can
lead to confined instability events before the major rupture).
Thus in the present simulations we can interpret such lower
level seismicity only as noise associated with what appears to
be stable slipping at the megascopic scale, perhaps analogous
to laboratory acoustic emission during a stable frictional slip
experiment For similar reasons our modeling concepts seem
inadequate to deal with the local scale heterogeneity of faulting. often described in terms of "asperities" and "barriers" and
leading to inferred local stress drops which can be much larger
than the values in our simulations, which correspond more to
average stress drops over large rupture areas. Possibly, future
full-cycle instability modeling could address the heterogeneity
issue by assumption of some combination of random variation
in constitutive parameters and complex nonplanar segmentation of the fault.
ApPENDIX

In this section. two-dimensional linear elastic theory is used
to derive a solution for a line screw dislocation of magnitude /J
at y = 0, Z = a in an infinite plate of thickness H as shown in
Figure Ala. The only nonvanishing displacement is u(y, z) in
the x direction. With the stress-strain and strain-displacement
relations, one can rewrite the stress equilibrium equation as
V 2 u = 0 for this case whereV 2 is the Laplacian operator in
the y-z plane. Displacement and shear stresses may then be
represented in terms of an analytic function ro(z + iy) of the
complex variable z + iy:
u = 1m [ro(z

+ iy)]

(AI)

\
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where A is a constant to be found from matching the displacement jump ~ = u(0+, z) - u(O-, z) across BG. Thus, with
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On the earth's surface (z = 0) the shear strains are
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Fig. At. (a) An infinite strip of width H with a screw dislocation
at G. z = 0 and z = H are stress free. (b) Confonnal mapping of the
strip in Figure Ala onto a half plane. The screw dislocation is at G'
and ~ = 0 is the stress free boundary.

Along the slip boundary, y = 0, one can find the Green's function G(z. a) as defined in (7a) as
sm. na
Il
H
G(z, a) = 4H [ . n(z - a) . n(z

and
(A2)
where Il is the shear modulus.
The aim of this analysis is to find the analytic function
meeting the appropriate boundary conditions. In particular,
the top (z = 0) and the bottom (z = H) faces of the plate are
stress free. That is. along AroBCro and DooEF00' au/an = 0,
where n is the measured normal to the faces concerned. The
displacement jump across the dislocation line BG is u(y = 0",
z) - u(y = 0-. z) = ~. The analytic function ru(z + iy) may be
found readily if one first conform ally maps the strip in Figure
Ala into a right half plane (Figure Alb) with a mapping function e+ ;11 = - i exp [inez + iy)/H]. In this mapped half plane
the imaginary axis corresponds the stress free boundary, while
B'G' corresponds to the line over which the displacement jump
is ~. Knowing the screw dislocation solution in an infinite
plane is of the form of In (, + il1 - p). where p is the (complex)
location of the dislocation line, the solution in a half plane as
shown can be generated by superposition of two screw dislocations in an infinite plane with one at p and the other of
opposite magnitude at a point which is the mirror image of p
with respect to the imaginary axis. Therefore the analytic function ru(z + iy) for this problem is given by
w(z

.
+ lY) = A

In

[ c; + ill + ie H ]
e+ ;11 + ie-julH
hu1
/
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